
1.JR0002276 Senior Project Manager  

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

JD 

F68 Technology and Strategy Office is looking for a Sr. Project Manager to help lead major site strategic 

efforts, with potential scope covering program management and project tracking, site competitive 

benchmarking, and strategic and business planning. In addition, you are exected to be part of the 

leadership team helping drive next stages of site growth roadmap.The selected candidate will report to 

F68 Director of Strategy.  You will enable collaboration with partners within Intel as well as outside Intel, 

specifically Intel/Micron Flash Technologies (IMFT) and Micron Technology by working closely with these 

organizations. Other responspibilities include:* Design and facilitate strategic planning process and 

activities, and build alignment with the leadership team* Champion the execution of the strategic 

roadmap* Negotiate resources and influence priorities with diverse stakeholders across the site* 

Actively seek out new trends and opportunities to identify future focus areas for the organization* 

Facilitate and leverage benchmarking efforts with Intel VF, IMFT, Micron, and external parties* Develop 

scope and structure to execute new strategic programs and efforts. 

Qualification 

A scientific, engineering, or business degree is required.  Strong business and finance acumen is required. 

* 10+ years of leadership experiences in relevant industries, preferably semiconductor manufacturing.  

Proficiency with non-volatile memory manufacturing and Micron/IMFT systems/business processes is 

highly preferred* Thorough knowledge of project/program/portfolio management, strategic planning, 

and goal setting* High comfort level in influencing senior managers and executive level stakeholders* 

Ability to recognize potential conflicts, facilitate problem resolution and negotiate a positive solution* 

Strong leadership skills in the areas of defining expectations, removing barriers, receiving and providing 

feedback, and mentoring team members* Strong track record showcasing excellent analytical, problem 

solving, and decision making capabilities * Superb articulation, communication, and documentation 

skills in English. 

 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. JR0002667 Construction Project Manager 

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

JD 

Responsible for delivering construction projects globally using multiple project delivery and execution 

strategies at a competitive advantage.  Responsibilities include planning, directing, and coordinating 

activities pertaining to building and facilities construction projects.  Responsibilities may include 

development of the contracting strategy, project scope, schedules, approval requirements, project 

budgets, quality and change controls.  Develops timeline of project approval requirements.  Interacts 

with customer staff, coordinates resources and schedule.  Manages design output, design budgets, and 

performance management of the architectural and engineering vendor.  Assures accuracy of financial 

forecasts with tie-in to project schedules. Manages the indirect budget, forecasts trades resources, 

resolves resource conflicts, and coordinates trades mobilization.  Engaged in contract and legal 

negotiations, incident investigation, staff safety training, and project assessment.  Ensures projects are 

completed according to project plans.  Manages project team resourcing and training.Plan/manage 

programs and/or projects to meet specific objectives or goals. Provide leadership for the project team 

and key interface to the project /program management team. Identify tasks, determine dependencies, 

identify and assign specific resources, communicate expectations to team members, review scope and 

duration estimates from team members, and create/track the project schedule, scope and budget. Use 

judgment in data analysis to develop and design solutions for moderately complex processes. Maintain 

installation schedule for responsible functional areas as well controlling schedule duration changes 

Assess problem/task risk and identify issues. Monitor/report out progress against schedule and develop 

resolution for schedule impacts Coordinate resources with other functions. Review user and technical 

requirements for completeness and clarity. Create plans and schedule work to meet schedule 

milestones and deadlines to ensure the completion of several related tasks. 

 

Qualification 

Prefer a BS in Engineering, Project Management or Equivalent over 10 years project management 

experience. Semiconductor facilities background is preferred. Construction permitting knowledge and 

experience.Has the experience and capability to independently manage big scale project which is >$50 

million cost of single project.FAB PM and PSSS PM need to be familiar with semiconductor wafer 

manufacturing process and tools. Be very familiar with project management process including 

positioning, design, bidding and contracting, construction, testing and commissioning, project close 

out.Project Management and Leadership of medium to large size teams. Detailed Planning, Scheduling 

and strong written/verbal communication skills. Construction along with Process and/or Factory 

Operations knowledge would be an added advantage .Knowledge of semiconductor facilities processes, 

systems and technical challenges. Knowledge of Construction materials properties, use, and 

installation  .Flexibility and adaptability to changing environment conditions. Good time management 

skills.Proactive and cooperative approach. Computer literate with knowledge of Microsoft Office 

products. English language skills. Good verbal and written communications skills .Excellent interpersonal 

skills .Able to read and understand P&ID, shop drawings and cut sheets .Establish the ability to execute 



successfully. Demonstrate a commitment to Intel and Construction group objectives. Show experience in 

successfully working through difficult situations in a team environment. 

 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. JR0002275 Strategic Planning Manager 

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

JD 

F68 Technology and Strategy Office is looking for a Strategic Planning Manager to help lead major site 

strategic efforts, with potential scope covering program management and project tracking, competitive 

benchmarking, and strategic and business planning. In addition, you are expected to be part of the 

leadership team helping drive next stages of site growth roadmap.The selected candidate will report to 

F68 Director of Strategy.  You will enable collaboration with partners within Intel as well as outside Intel, 

specifically Intel/Micron Flash Technologies (IMFT) and Micron Technology by working closely with these 

organizations. Other responsibilities include:* Design and facilitate strategic planning process and 

activities, and build alignment with the leadership team* Champion the execution of the strategic 

roadmap* Negotiate resources and influence priorities with diverse stakeholders across the site* 

Actively seek out new trends and opportunities to identify future focus areas for the organization* 

Facilitate and leverage benchmarking efforts with Intel VF, IMFT, Micron, and external parties* Develop 

scope and structure to execute new strategic programs and efforts 

 

Qualification 

 

* A scientific, engineering, or business degree is required.  Factory strategic planning proficiency such as 

layout and equipment profile optimization is desired.* 10+ years of leadership experiences in relevant 

industries, preferably semiconductor manufacturing.  Proficiency with non-volatile memory 

manufacturing and Micron/IMFT systems/business processes is highly preferred* Thorough knowledge 

of project/program/portfolio management, strategic planning, and goal setting* High comfort level in 

influencing senior managers and executive level stakeholders* Ability to recognize potential conflicts, 

facilitate problem resolution and negotiate a positive solution* Strong leadership skills in the areas of 

defining expectations, removing barriers, receiving and providing feedback, and mentoring team 

members* Strong track record showcasing excellent analytical, problem solving, and decision making 

capabilities * Superb articulation, communication, and documentation skills in English. 

 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 

 

 

 



4. JR0004303 Quality and system engineer 

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

JD 

Develops, applies, and maintains quality and reliability standards for processing materials into partially 

finished or finished product. Evaluate the materials, process and techniques used in production to meet 

the requirement of products and production equipment. Specifies inspection and testing mechanism, 

conduct quality assessment up to and including audits and perform statistical analysis to determine the 

responsibility for products and systems that do not meet required specifications. Delivers 

standardization in product qualification, manufacturing quality systems and methods. Provide feedback 

to BU, TD and/or partner engineering group on design or method and statistical process control 

procedures including manufacturing systems in HVM. Determines reliability requirements and 

automated screening methodologies of components and systems to achieve company, customer and 

any governmental agency reliability objectives. Develops new acceleration techniques, analytical tools 

and quality screens to assure the early identification of potential problems with new products, 

packaging, processes, and product quality/reliability. Responds to customer requests or events as they 

occur. Makes recommendations for changes in design or formulation to improve system and/or 

process/product reliability. 

 

Qualification 

Has relevant working experience in FAB. Familiar with quality system and FAB operation. 

 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5. JR0004130 F68 Dry Etch Equipment Engineering Manager 

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

JD 

Dry Etch Equipment Engineering Manager are responsible for managing the technical aspects of 

equipment and vendor engagement and area tool installations, relocations, retrofits activities. As well as 

optimizing existing tool performance. Additional responsibilities include, but are not limited to: -

Completing all required safety training and ensure all work is conducted in accordance with Intel and 

F68 safety policies -Managing equipment vendor Continuous Improvement Projects CIP and addressing 

gaps -Managing performance and facilitating the development of the equipment owners -Partnering 

with equipment vendors and holding them accountable to projects and deliverables -Identifying and 

proposing area equipment projects with clear goals and objectives -Identifying gaps in tool matching and 

partnering with equipment owners to find and resolve root causes -Monitoring warranty status and 

following up on issues -Researching and identifying global area equipment BKMs and aligning local 

processes -Coordinating tool install schedules and following up on issues -Attending factory meetings to 

report on install status and following up on capacity issues -Establishing timelines and milestones for 

equipment installs, upgrades, and sustainment projects -Participating in applicable area, vendor, fab, 

and facilities meetings -Partnering with the T&D team to assist in the creating of new equipment 

training and documentation -Attending daily pass down meetings and communicate current/upcoming 

tool issues and mitigation plans -Maintaining flexibility to be on call to address shift needs -Reducing 

defects, improving tool availability, and finding solutions to ongoing problems -Identifying, quantifying, 

and qualifying cost reduction projects -Creating reports summarizing equipment availability, variability, 

improvements, and cost reduction projects -Supporting and maintaining HPM, LEAN and WPO activities 

 

Qualification 

-BS degree or above in an engineering related field or equivalent experience. -At least 7 years of 

semiconductor experience is required. - Direct tool experience on LAM/AMAT/TEL platform, Memory 

experiences preferred. -Advanced understanding of semiconductor equipment and processes -Proven 

ability to communicate and present effectively -Advanced project management and time management 

skills -Proven ability to troubleshoot complex problems and address root causes -Advanced data 

extraction, analysis, and reporting skills -Strong partnering and teamwork skills -Advanced PC skills, 

including Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and Excel -Proven ability to multi-task multiple complex projects 

and execute based on priority -Proven ability to engage large groups and single individuals on highly 

technical material -Demonstrated ability to interface with team members at all levels of the organization 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 



 

6. JR0004052 F68 Thin Film/Planar Process Engineer 

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

 JD 

F68 Thin Film/Planar Process EngineerJob Description: Fab68 TF/Planar department is looking for 

motivated and experienced Process Engineer who is capable of ramping and sustaining advanced Intel 

technology, in a 300mm 3D NAND factory located in Dalian, China. Applying to this posting will allow you 

to be considered for multiple local engineering positions available at this 

time.Responsibilities:1.Transferring process technology to HVM site.2.Module ownership and tool 

qualification. Includes: understanding process capability, process and hardware interaction, performing 

PM, leading troubleshooting activities, tracking tool and process performance, and driving defect 

reduction. 3.Interacting with cross functional organizations to drive and prioritize improvement projects 

in safety, yield, cost, and manufacturability.4.Working and leading manufacturing equipment teams to 

develop inventive solutions to improve execution and efficiency in a high-volume manufacturing 

environmentFunctional areas:CVD, PVD, CMP, and Thin Film Metrology. 

Qualification 

Qualifications:Successful candidates must have demonstrated proficiencies in skills listed below. 

1.BS/MS/PhD in physics, chemistry, electrical engineering, materials science, optics, or chemical 

engineering with at least 1 year previous work experience in above fields is required. 2.Excellent 

analytical and proven problem solving skills Strong hands-on skills on hardware strong logical thinking of 

technical issues. 3.Good understanding of factory and/or fabrication operations. A strong understanding 

of manufacturing science and systems, and engineering applications. 4.Good work ethics with strong 

ownership and discipline. 5.Excellent team player who can effectively listen, communicate, tolerate 

ambiguity, and commit to work. 6.Ability to work in a culturally diverse environment.7.Fluency in 

Mandarin and good command of English. 

 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

7. JR0003083 F68 PIE Engineer 

Working location: Dalian PRC 

 

 

JD 

In this position, you will be working as a member of Intel F68 Yield/Integration team, helping to develop 

new state-of-the-art Intel NVM technologies - focusing on yield improvement and enhancement. The 

work will involve activities such as planning of yield related activities, building yield roadmap by 

segmenting and resolving yield limiters, developing physical or device physics based models, estimating 

failure rates, and managing risks by actively driving process development and optimization, in order to 

enable aggressively ramping of Intel's NVM technologies and exploration of novel memory cells. You will 

be expected to work with/lead small cross-functional groups of engineers on technical projects. Your 

responsibilities will include but not be limited to: - Participating in technology development, transfer, 

and ramp activities to meet yield, reliability, cost, and device performance goals - Driving and prioritizing 

integrated experiments to troubleshoot and optimize process flows - Owning particular sections of 

process flow, and responsible for its optimization, cost reduction, and performance improvement goals - 

Maintaining and driving process qualification matrix and deliverables - Rapid response to process 

excursions and drive to quick integrated solutions - Working with Process Engineering to improve 

process stability and capability as well as reduce defects - Exercising good judgment, sometimes with 

insufficient data, to determine appropriate action and mitigate integrated risks. 

 

Qualification 

Must possess a MS or Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering, Materials Science, Physics, Chemistry or Chemical 

Engineering. Additional qualifications include: - Minimum 8 years of direct experiences in yield, 

integration, device or process engineering organizations is required. - A proven history of technical 

problem solving through the creation of solutions that demonstrated creativity and out-of-box thinking. 

- Experience in TD development and process transfers is desired. Significant experiences in particular 

process flow sections are highly preferred. - Excellent data extraction and analysis skills, and well versed 

in DOE principles. - Understanding of device physics in deciphering parametric data, and understanding 

of fundamental integration and yield issues for key modules and critical device parameters are required 

- Ability to multi-task and be effective in providing timely solutions. - Strong organizational and 

communication skills to manage tasks across Process Engineering areas to effectively execute and 

commit to deliverables. 

If interested in this position, pls send your resume to: haiying.wu@intel.com 

 


